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LETTER OF TRANSMITTAL

To His Excellency > Richard E. Sloan, Governor of Arizona;

SIR : In accordance with the Congressional Acts of March 2, 1887,
and March 16, 1906, I submit, herewith, the Twenty-second Annual
Report of the Arizona Agricultural Experiment Station, for the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1911.

Very respectfully,
R. H. FORBES,

Director.
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Agricultural development within the limits of the forthcoming
State of Arizona has been characterized by certain marked tenden-
cies during the year. Among these tendencies is that to™ ards more
intensive cultivation of irrigated lands. Large land holdings .are
being subdivided and sold to small farmers, largely industrious immi-
grants from other states, and by them more thoroughly farmed than
is possible under the regime of extensive owneiship which so frequent-
ly distinguishes newly settled regions. Such subdivision of large
tracts is in fact necessitated under Reclamation Service projects by
the operation of the law itself, which stipulates that water developed
by the Reclamation Service cannot be appropriated for more than
160 acres of land by any one owner. Far from inflicting a hardship
in the average instance, this wise provision in fact benefits the indi-
vidual. With repayment charges annually due for a term of years,
the holder of from 40 to 160 acres is usually much better able to se-
cure large returns per acre than is the land-poor owner of a larger
amount of land. In the aggregate, also, a community made up of
many small, well tilled farms is wealthier than one made up of a few,
less carefully cultivated ones.

Especially in the Salt River and Colorado River valleys, where
cultivation and harvests are possible the year around, intensive me-
thods will doubtless reach the highest possible development, this in
turn meaning high valuations and a dense population in time to
come.

A special feature of intensive development at the present time
is that of citrus culture, more particularly at higher levels in Salt
River Valley, This district is distinguished by a season fully three
weeks earlier than that of California and by total immunity thus far
from the more serious citrus pests such as red spiders, six spotted
spiders, white flies, mealy bugs, the California red scale,, the yellow
scale, and the purple scale, well known in certain other citrus districts.

This immunity, which the Arizona Horticultural Commission
hopes to make permanent, is an asset which strongly attracts invest-
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ors to the region, especially those who have had experience with des
tractive pests affecting the fruit industries in other states. As home
grown citrus nursery stock becomes available year after year, thou-
sands of acres of citrus lands in Salt River Valley will be planted to
oranges, lemons and grape fruit, and a new citrus district of great
value created. Bench lands along the Colorado River, also, are sus-
ceptible to similar development, but until projects are installed
which shall make possible the pumping of Colorado River waters to
higher levels, the industry must remain quiescent in this district,

Another noteworthy tendency of the times is the increasing
vigor with which the development of underground waters is being
prosecuted. As more effective pumping machinery is devised by
manufacturers, as cheap fuel and rates of transportation are secured*
and as better knowledge of the movements of underground waters is
established, projects for the development of these waters are being
undertaken which could not have been attempted with even a
reasonable hope of success a few years ago. Communities, therefore,
which until the present time have depended almost wholly for their
welfare upon mining, the range live-stock industries, railroads, public
institutions, commerce and tourist trade, are surrounding them-
selves with fertile acres which contribute materially to the independ-
ence, comfort and prosperity of these communities.

The possibilities of dry-farming also maintain their hold upon
public imagination and much intelligent work is being done by home-
steaders in different parts of the Territory along dry-farming lines,
While dry-farming pure and simple affords at best but a precarious agri-
culture in this region of light rainfall, excessive heat and enormous
evaporation, yet it is gradually being ascertained that dry-farming
methods of culture, supplemented by pumped water at critical
times on one hand and by grazing lands on the other, are in many
localities capable of economic outcome, especially at altitudes of
4,000 feet and over, within the Territory.

Along with all this varied development is associated increasing
demand and regard for scientific knowledge relating to Arizona, es-
pecially on the part of newcomers to the region. This is indicated
by a growing mailing list for Experiment Station publications, by an
Experiment Station correspondence which has at least doubled
within the last three or four years and by the popularity of Farmers*
Institutes throughout the Territory. One interesting development
of the past: year has been the organization of a considerable number
of local ana county fairs. Such fairs, so far as can be learned were
held, in the fall of 1911, at Safford, Rodeo, New Mexico (mainly
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products from Arizona), McNeal, Willcox, Phoenix, and Tucson.
Quite a number of exhibits are maintained by commercial organiza-
tions throughout the Territory. These fairs and exhibits serve a very
useful purpose in stimulating wholesome interest in connection with
agricultural products in various parts of Arizona. Boards of Trade
and Chambers of Commerce have also been potent factors in the
promotion of agricultural industry in various localities.

THE WORK OF THE EXPERIMENT STATION

In correlation with the developments in agriculture described
above, the Experiment Station has continued its investigations with
anderground waters, intensive farming under irrigation, dry-farm-
ing, sheep breeding, date culture, forage cacti, and the breeding of
beans and alfalfa. Publications upon all of these subjects have been
prepared in whole or in part and are being put through the press at
the present time. This list of bulletins will present the results of
the main activities of the Station Staff for several years past and will
contribute very materially to agricultural knowledge relating to the
semi-arid Southwest.

Experience is showing year by year the fruitfulness of lines of
inquiry especially relating to those varieties of plants and animals-
climatically adapted to the Southwest. Native beans, for instance,
acclimated through centuries of cultivation by Indians in the
region, have yielded prompt and promising results, while Tunis sheep,
likewise accustomed to the desert conditions of northern Africa, have
proven an interesting and promising subject of inquiry tinder similar
conditions in the Southwest. Ostriches, donkeys, goats, date palms,,
olives, native varieties of corn, sorghum from the desert regions of
the Old World, macaroni wheats, and many other introductions
from desert region climates have proved excellent material upon
which the plant and animal breeder may base his operations. Work
begun with plants and animals of this character yields quicker eco-
nomic returns than do humid region plants and animals', which are
so frequently brought to the region by immigrant homesteaders.

During the year the U. S. Geological Survey and the Arizona
Station have co-operated in a hydrographic and soil survey of Sul-
phur Springs Valley, This great valley, 90 miles in length and aver-
aging 20 miles wide, has recently been homesteaded throughout the
more promising portions of its extent by people who are singularly
in need of information relating to soil, water, and climatic conditions-
The results of investigations embodied in the forthcoming publica-
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tion of the U. S. Geological Survey and of the Arizona Station, to-
gether with the dry-farming experiments conducted for the last three
years at McNeal, will place within reach of the farmers of this valley
a fund of knowledge which cannot but prove useful to the population
of the valley. Further special work in the survey of this magnificent
expanse has been endowed by the El Paso and Southueslorn Kail-
road with a giant of $5,000, to be expended in hydrographic explora-
tion and dry-farming experiments in the region.

In the northern part of the Territory, hkev isc, interest in
dry-fanning led to a contribution to the Ari/oni Station of ?>V)00
by the Santa Fc Pabroad and ^2,000 by the Picscotf ClianiUr of
Commerce, for the purpose of bc^innin^ dry fjniiinu; evf^nnieii ts
near Piescott. According, a tract of fortv acres v as solcctod, about
se^ven miles northeast of the city on the S. F. P. & P ta i i rudd, and
uas cleared, fenced, f lowed and siibs^ikcl in time to ncchi and store
the v inter's rains At the altitude of Pre.sc* I t , v i t h its eoinpara
timely hi«h rainfall, the outlook for good results is hopeful . The
appropnations of $4,000 from the Santa Fe Railroad and tin* PITS
cott public has been supplemented with $500 contributed by the
Tetritoiial Board of Control, the whole sum of $4,500 beint; sufficient
to carry on operations in a proper manner for a period of t v \ o years,

At its meeting1 on July 3, 1911, the Board of Control, acting under
Congressional authorization, continued Kxpeiitnent Station appro-
priations as follows
Dry-farming experiments in the northeastern and southeastern parts

ot An/ona $ 1800 00
Dry~iarrmiig experiments near Prescott 500,00
Date-palm orchards near Tempe and Yuma 3000,00
Publications 1800.00
farmers' Institutes 1600.00

Total $ 8700,00
These endowments from the Territory, the railroads, and the

.Prescott public have effectively supplemented the Federal appropri-
ations. The Federal appropriations are limited to particular pur-
poses and projects, and are not available for those distributed lines
of work throughout the Territory which enable the Station to reach
different agricultural sections and even remote farming communities.
Moreover, these indications of support, with the approval implied,
are most encouraging to those engaged in Station work and make it
possible to organize this farmers-service institution in such a way
as to bring it into correspondence with all branches'of our agriculture
and with every part of the Territory. As stated in a recent publica-
tion, the visible water resources of Arizona are approximately four
and one-half million acre-feet for irrigation annually. Accepting the
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statement that five acre-feet of water, applied in irrigation, is suffi-
cient to support one human being for one year, this water resource
calls for a coming agricultural population of nearly one million souls.
While it may seem almost impossible at the present time that such
a number should derive direct support from the soil in Arizona, }ret
indications are strong that in time to come this population is to be
anticipated and planned for.

PERSONAL

The work of the year has been undisturbed by important changes
in the personnel of the Station Staff. Mr. Charles H. Clark, Assistant
Plant Breeder, accepted service with the Bureau of Plant Industry
at the end of the fiscal year, and was succeeded in October by Mr.
Donald F. Jones, of the Kansas State Agricultural College, "without
interruption to plant breeding operations. The skilled corps of work-
men retained by the Station for special lines of inquiry have also re-
mained almost without exception in the service of the Station,
During the year Dr. A. E, Vinson, Biochemist, has returned from a
seven months' sojourn in France and northern Africa, bringing with
him many suggestions from a portion of the Old World similar in Its
ph}sical conditions to our own Southwest, but far older and richer
in experience and in varieties of plants and animals adapted to desert
conditions. Professor G. E. P. Smith, Irrigation Engineer, has also
returned from a year's leave of absence spent partly in the irrigated
portions of northern Italy and partly in the hydraulic laboratories
of the University of Wisconsin.

The Station has been more than compensated by these leaves
of absence inasmuch as they result in an income of new ideas and
suggestions from other states and countries which could not well
otherwise be obtained. Professor J. J. Thornber, Botanist, is at
present on a year's leave of absence, which he is, employing in the
preparation of a Southwestern Botany which it is hoped will in the
near future afford us a systematized fund of information relating to
the flora of this region.

FARMERS' INSTITUTES

Farmers' Institute work has been continued during the year
with increasing popularity and to larger audiences than ever before.
Farmers' Institutes serve the Station as a most effective means of
acquainting the members of the Staff with different agricultural
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sections of the Territory, and the general public with the work which
the Station is doing on its behalf. The Farmers' Institutes were
distributed more widely over the Territory than ever before. Meet-
ings were held in Sulphur Springs Valley, in the Buckeye district, in
the Verde Valley, on the Little Colorado and its tributaries, in the
San Pedro Valley, in the Gila Valley in Graham County, and in the
Upper Gila Valley in Greenlee County. Short Courses were also held
in four of the leading schools of the Territory; narnelyf Ternpe,
Mesa, Thatcher, and Snowflake. Following is a summarized state-
ment by Professor R. W. Clothier, in charge of this line of work during
the year:

Meetings Sessions Attendance
Farmers' Institutes (51) 95 4,496
Night Short Courses 43 2,283
Day Short Courses 38 3,950

Total 176 10,729
There were 210 lectures delivered during the season, apportioned

among the various lecturers as follows:
Professor R. W. Clothier 35
Director R. H. Forbes .5
Professor J. J. Thornber • 28
Dr. A. W. Merrill , 6
Professor F. C. Kelton 1
Professor A. M. McOmie 135

Three special meetings in Salt River Valley were addressed by
Messrs. E. 0. Essig and J. D. Culbertson of California on citrus
subjects; and one meeting at Bard, California by Mr. B. L, Crane, on
miscellaneous topics, making a total of 217 lectures delivered to audi-
ences approximating eleven thousand people.

PUBLICATIONS

The publications for the year have included bulletins, Timely
Hints for Farmers, the Annual Report, and scientific articles as fol-
lows:
Bulletin 63, June 30, 1911. Irrigation and Agricultural Practice in Arizona.
(Reprinted Bui. 235, Office Experiment Stations, U. S. D. A.)—By R,H. Forbes*,
Bulletin 65, September 21, 1910. The Grazing Ranges of Arizona.

—By J. J. Thornber,
Bulletin 66, May 1, 1911. Chemistry and Ripening of the Bate.

—By A. E. Viason.
and, Ripening Dates by Incubation.—By G, F, Freeman.

Twenty-first Annual Report, December 31, 1910. —By the Station Staff.

Timely Hints for Farmers:
No. 85, August 29, 1910. Some Hardy Flowers for Southwestern Gardens*

—By J. J. thornber*
No. 86, December 29, 1910, Sweet Potato Culture. —By R. H. Forbes,
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No. 87, March 1, 1911. Peanuts. —By R. H. Forbes and E. L. Crane.
No. 889 May 10, 1911. Bermuda Grass. —By R. H. Forbes and E. L. Crane.
No. 89, June 10, 1911. Silos and Ensilage in Subtropical Countries.

—By A. E. Vinson.
Papers published In scientific and technical journals:

Discussion on the Water Supply of the El Paso and Southwestern Railway.—03y
G. E. P. Smith, Trans. Amer. Soc. Civil Engrs., Vol. LXX, p. 186.

Discussion on Dams on Sand Foundations. —By G. E. P. Smith,
Ibid., Vol. LXXIII, p. 193.

Plant Acclimatization in Southern Arizona. —By J. J. Thornber,
The Plant World, Vol. XIV, No. 1, pp. 15-23, Jan. 1911.

Restoration of Some Arid Grazing" Ranges in Arizona. —By J. J. Thornber,
Fourteenth Annual Convention of the American National Live Stock
Association, pp. 47-56, 1911.

An Electric Heater for Ether Extractions. —By W. H. Ross,
Journal of Industrial and Engineering Chemistry, 3, 929, 1911.

A Switchboard System for Electrolytic Analysis. —By W. H. Ross,
Mining and Scientific Press, 101, 642, 1910.

In addition to the more formal publications listed above, a num-
ber of newspaper articles on various topics have been contributed by
members of the Station Staff.

The regular issue of Timely Hints and the more popular bulletins,
distributed to the entire southwestern mailing list, is 10,000 copies.
About 6,000 go to the general public, 2,000 copies to official readers,
and 2,000 copies are held in reserve. The more technical publica-
tions are now distributed by prospectus only to those who request
them. Conducted in this manner about 2,000 copies out of 5,000 pros-
pectuses distributed, are requested, indicating a considerable pro-
portion of our public who find time to attempt more technical lines

•of reading. In this matter of publications, while we find that the
brief and popular Timely Hints for Farmers are productive of the
greatest immediate good to our public, yet there is a large percentage
of careful readers who will get the essentials from our more techni-
•cally written bulletins. We, therefore, do not permit the more popu-
lar line of writing to supplant the longer and more technically written
publications.

FINANCIAL,

The Experiment Station has drawn its Income this fiscal year
from four main sources of supply. The Federal endowments, amount-
ing to $30,000 per annum, consist of the Hatch Fund of $15,000 and
the Adams Fund of $15,000, both from the U. S. Treasury. Sup-
plementing these main items of income have been, for the current
year, $7,183.07 from the Territorial Treasury, according to enactment
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by the Twenty-fifth Territorial Legislature, and the railroad funds*
consisting, for this year, of $1,099,38 from the El Paso & Southwestern
Railroad. A vSales Fund of $2,529.57 has also been received from
the gardens at Yuma, the Tempe Date Orchard and the Kxperiment
Station Farm at Phoenix.

The total income of $40,812.02 derived from these several
sources has been found adequate, with careful supervision, for the
various lines of work at present in hand. In a region of such diverse
agricultural characteristics as Arizona, there are frequent calls for
investigation of subjects for \\hich we are not financially endowed,
inasmuch as it has been found necessarv to restrict our operations to
the more important items of research in order that our funds may
not be uselessly dissipated.

Following is the usual detailed and self-explanatory statement
by schedules, funds, departments and projects for the year. The
sources from which these expenditures, totalling $M,812.02, \\ere
demed, are as follows:
Hatch Fund. $15,000 00
Adams Fund . . 1 IsOOO* 00
Farm Sales, vStation Farm $ 560 3?
Sales, Tempe Bale Orchard . . 1,204 45
Produce, Yuma Date Orchard .. , 595 40
Misc. sales, rentals, fees, etc . . . . 327 04 $ 2,687 22

0veidraft at beginning of year . ' $ 193.32
Less overdraft to 1911-1912 . 5 5 6 7 1 5 7 6 5 2,529,57

El Paso & Southwestern Fund 1,099.38
Institute Work, Laws of 1909 1,381,24
Dry-farming, Laws of 1909 , . . , . .. 2,040,62
Date Orchards, Laws of 1909 . . . . 2,103,47
Publications, Laws of 1909 1,657,74

Total ... $40,812.02

R. H. FORBES,
Director*

& DANA TROUT,









AGRICULTURE

The work of the agriculturists for the year has been directed en-
tirely toward the dry-farming investigations begun three rears ago.

THE SULPHUR SPRINGS VALLEY DRY-FARM

The preliminary investigations in Sulphur Springs Yalley have
been completed and the results embodied In a bulletin now awaiting
publication. The results of the season of 1911 have confirmed those
obtained in the two preceding seasons. Varieties of corn have, for
the most part, proved unsatisfactory as grain producers, but se\eral
have proved quite promising as producers of forage suitable for sil-
age. The White Flint still continues to yield the most grain and has
some promise in this respect; and both the White Flint and the soft
Mexican varieties, as well as Squaw corn, yield enough grain to con-
siderably enrich the silage that may be produced from such varieties
as Red Dent, Laguna Mexican June,and Mexican White Dent. The
season was extremely unfavorable for corn. Sufficient rain fell June
11 to bring up corn and crops planted with a press drill on the lighter
types of soil immediately after the rain, but when similarly planted
on a heavy type of soil they failed to come up until after the rain
which fell on July 11. No rain of any consequence fell between
July 20 and August 25. This dry weather, together with the high
temperatures that accompanied it, burned the corn beyond recovery
on most of the plots, and, though the remainder of the season was
first-class growing weather, with plenty of rain, the yield of grain on
the corn plots was very meager. One plot of White Flint, a part of
which received some flood water, yielded 13.1 bushels per acre, and
a new variety of flint com introduced from Mexico yielded 9.4 bushels
per acre on a plot which carried considerable water over from last
year. On land not receiving flood water two plots of Laguna Mexican
June corn yielded six bushels per acre each, and the same yield was
obtained from one plot of soft Mexican corn, while one plot of Red
Dc;nt yielded 6.3 bushels per acre. On land receiving supplemental
irrigation White Flint yielded 6.4 bushels per acre, Soft Mexican* 11.8
bushels and Mexican White Dent 9.3 bushels, while the yields from
Red Dent and Laguna Mexican June were of no consequence.

The tepary beans have continued to show their superiority over
common pink beans. Four plots of teparies, grown by purely dry-
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farming methods, made an average yield of 527 pounds per acre,
against an average of only 97 pounds on four plots of pink beans.
On land receiving supplemental irrigation, one plot of pink beans1

yielded onlv 100 pounds per acre, while one plot of yellow teparies
yielded 750 pounds per acre, and one plot of white teparies yielded
800 pounds per acre. The teparies displayed remarkable recupera-
ting powers after the August drouth, as well as remarkable resistance
during the drouth The pink beans were unable to set any beans
during the drouth and many plants burned to death, while the tepar-
ies continued to live and set seed, ripening 140 pounds per acre where
no supplemental water had been added, and an average of 318 pounds
per acre on the tv\o plots receiving supplemental irrigation. The pods
were perfectly ripe before the close of the drouth, which was broken
August 25 The plants were up shortly after June 11, which gave
them a growing season of 75 da vs. After the rains of August 25 the
teparies put out a second growth of vines, began blossoming, set
seed and matured an additional 252 pounds to the acre where no sup-
plemental water had been added, and 457 pounds to the acre where
supplemental water had been given before planting, but none afterwards.

The experiments with supplemental irrigation were continued,
using the same land that was used last year. The method of applying

^the water was changed. A ditch was run across the plots, and furrows
leading away from this ditch and parallel to the plots, were opened.
Water was run down these furrows, filling them about half full. After
the water had soaked into the ground the bottoms of the furrows were
harrowed. As soon as sufficient water could be obtained, it was run
down the furrows again and then they were closed. In this manner
each plot received all of its water within a few days, those plots
nearest the windmill receiving water earliest in the season. Water-
ing was commenced December 16 and finished June 8. The plots
were disced and harrowed to conserve the moisture added, but no
doubt those plots watered earliest lost considerable water before the
crops were planted. The total amount of water added was three and
one-half inches in depth. The plots were planted June 11 and came up
quickly. During the August drouth the plots showed distress and the
three nearest the windmill were watered again, one plot of milo re-
ceiving 3.14 inches,'another 1.32 inches, and the plot of sorghum 1.32
I iches. The first plot of milo yielded 35.7 bushels of clean grain of
high quality, the second yielded 24 bushels, and the sorghum yielded
\24 tons of forage and 340 pounds of clean seed per acre. The yields
pf tepary and pink beans and of corn have been discussed atv>ve. The
tesults of the last two years clearly demonstrate the value of supple-
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mental irrigation and indicate that this will be the final solution of
the dry-farming problem in Southern Arizona.

The summer fallowing in 1910 was no more successful in storing
and conserving water for the succeeding year, than it was in 1909.
On the whole, experiments along this line have thus far proven of
little value. We can accumulate considerable water during the rainy
season but we lose it before the beginning of the next rainy season.
One plot, however, cropped in 1909 and fallowed in 1910, made
the remarkable yield of 29.9 bushels of milo per acre. This result
may be attributed to the fact that the soil was an extremely fine
and mellow sandy loam which took up rain water rapidly and gave
it up easily to plants, rather than to fallowing. One observation
showed that a rain, which penetrated only four inches in the heavy
soil, penetrated 16 inches in this plot. The plants were green and in
fine condition, developing splendid heads, when the soil was carrying
only from six to nine percent of water in the first four feet, while on
the heavier soil plants were dead when the first four feet of soil was
carrying 16 to 20 percent of water. The experiments continue to
point to the conclusion that the lighter types of soil in Sulphur Springs
Valley are better adapted to dry-farming than the heavier types. The
yields referred to above continue to point to the conclusion that
milo is the crop best adapted to grain production, especially when
possible to bring the plants up before July 1, and that sorghum is the
best forage crop.

THE SNOWFLAKE DRY-FARM

The Snowflake Dry-farm was broken during the winter of 1909-
1910 and plantings were made in May, 1910. The rainfall of the sea-
son was but 3.72 inches and the crops were all failures. Plantings
were again made in the spring of 1911, beginning April 20 and ending
April 29. Heavy winds occurring May 13 to 19 blew out all plants
on land that was summer fallowed the last year; and frost on May 16,
damaged all beans considerably. Winds again, May 29 to June 2,
blew off all the dust mulch from the summer fallowed land which
had been disced after the preceding wind, and also blew out all plants
on the continuously cropped land. Plots that were closer to a bluff,
out of the way of the blowing sand, and brought up by supple-
mental irrigation, escaped damage from the wind. Plots that were
destroyed by wind were replanted June 13 to 17, but there was in-
sufficient moisture in the ground to bring them up until after the
rain on July 1. The total rain from October 1910 to October 1911
was 14.10 inches of which 9.87 inches fell during the growing season
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of 1911 and the most of which was probably available to plants. The
crops were cultivated after rains, and weeds were kept hoed out.
Frost sufficient to kill all plants occurred October 19, but most of the
crops were harvested before this frost. The grain of milo, sorghum
and kafir did not mature. Also the grain of Red Dent corn did not
mature. Some of the more promising yields were as follows:

IRRIGATED ONCE BEFORE PLANTING

Crop

Milo
Sorghum
Kafir
Red Dent corn
White Flint corn
Pink beans .
Yellow Tepary beans. . . .
Cream Dent corn

Yields in pounds per acre
Forage
3240
3240
4960
4840
1680

3636

Grain
Immature
Immature
Immature
Immature but heavily
252
128
220
1120 Partly immature

eared.

SUMMER FALLOWED THE PREVIOUS YEAR

i '

White Flint corn
Broom corn
Sorghum
"Pink beans
Milo
Kafir

Forage
2540
4108
4000

2460
2400

Grain
440
Straw immature
Immature
204
Immature
Immature

The greatest difficulty we have had to contend with at Snow-
flake is the heavy winds that occur after plants are up in the spring.
The plants were not only blown out of the ground by the winds in May,
but all soil was removed to a depth of five inches. It is believed
that the soil of this farm is damaged more by winds than average
soils in the locality, and that results obtained here, though suggestive
of success in the region, are not typical.

THE PRESCOTT DRY-FARM

An endowment of $4,000.00 contributed equally by the S. F. P.
& P. railroad, and the Prescott Chamber of Commerce, together
with $500 appropriated by the Territory, has been devoted to dry-
farming experimentation near Prescott. Forty acres has been bro-
ken, a small house and barn erected, fences built and fall prepara-
tions made for crops during the season of 1912. Professor A. M.
McOmie has been placed in charge of this branch of the work.

R. W. CLOTHIER, A . _ .
Agriculturist.

A. M. McOniE,
A ssistant A griculturisL



BOTANY

RANGE CONDITIONS

As was the case with the previous year, the twelve months ending
June 30, 1911, were generally unfavorable to grazing interests1.
With certain exceptions, rainfall was below the average and not
well distributed. This resulted in frequent heavy losses of stock on
the ranges, besides the marketing of an unusually large number of
feeders, and two-year-old animals, in rather poor condition, and at
prices somewhat below normal. Nowhere in southern Arizona was
there enough \\ inter rainfall to insure even a fair growth of the winter
annual plants or the early spring grasses. Periods like these demand,
on the part of stockmen, the carrying over, in one form or another,
of feed supplies for stock.

On the small range reserve, a typical lower mesa area, the rainfall
for the year was 8.15 inches, or 3.75 inches less than the average for this
area for the past ten rears, and two inches less than for the previous year.
Of this precipitation, 4.5 4-inches, or 55.7 percent fell during July and
August, and 3.61 inches, or 44.3 percent in the winter season. During
six months of the year no rainfall other than traces was recorded,
and tl e v\ inter precipitation was characterized by numerous light
showers of little penetration, rather than by general soaking rains.

The summer annual plants, which started well in July, ceased
grov. th in August and began to die in the early part of vSeptember.
At best this growth v,as very short. The growth of silver top blue
stem Mas also less than usual, although the yield was still as high as
three-fourths of a ton to the acre. A fair crop of seed of this grass
matured. The cactus plants in the various plats made no growth of
note until the first heavy rains in July, after which they grew about
six inches before the close of the season, This instantaneous re-
sponse to moisture was more marked in the instance of chollas than
of prickly pears. During the past spring, there was practically no
growth following the very unsatisfactory winter rainfall. The various
cacti blossomed and produced fruits, though the crop was lighter
than usual.

Conditions of growth have been somewhat more favorable on
the large range reserve tract. The annual rainfall at McCkary's
Carnp, which is near the upper end of the large range reserve, for the
year ending June 30, 1911, was 15.86 inches, or about 2 inches below
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the average for the last nine years. Of this amount, 10.19 inches, or
64 percent, fell during the summer season and 5 51 inches, or 34
percent, during the winter and early spring months. The growth of
perennial grass in the upper part of the pasture was somewhat less
than that of the previous year, though it was still good. The yields
of the various areas cut over last fall by nearby settlers were in-
cluded in the Twenty-first Annual Report of this Station. As in the
case of the previous year, a drove of 1,200 sheep belonging to the
Bayless & Berkalew Company of Tucson was put on this range in
December, 1910; unfortunately, it was necessary to remove them in
the early spring on account of shortage of water, and hence no grazing
data of value were secured.

Within the past year two fires have burned over parts of the large
range reserve tract, one of which was of considerable proportions.
This was started on May 5, 1911, by lightning, and continued burning
through parts of two days, over several sections of the better grass
land. As a result, such shrubby growth as mesquite, cat's claw,
bush hackberry or garanbullo, Mormon tea and Condaha lycioides
were killed to the ground. Besides the above, large numbers of small
prickly pear and cholla plants, ranging from a few inches to two
feet high, were scorched so badly through the burning of the rather
heavy layer of dead grass, as to die back nearly to the ground, or to
be killed outright. Cactus plants in common with other shrubs have
been increasing rapidly on this area since the time that it has been
fenced and protected from grazing animals. In this connection it is
interesting to note that the outlines of the large fire of the previous
year can be traced at this time by the dead brush of the woody
plants on the area which was burned over. Man}'" of these plants
have begun fresh growth from the bases, though their progress has
been very much checked. It is thus clear that in times past prairie
fires favored the growth of perennial grasses on these ranges by hold-
ing back the spread of the more enduring woody species.

DURABILITY OF FENCE POSTS CUT AT DIFFERENT SEASONS

The length of life of fence posts is of great importance to stock-
men and farmers, who require annually large numbers of these in
their work. It has been well known for some time that the life of
fence posts cut under slightly different conditions varied greatly,
some being riddled by borers in eighteen months or two years, while
others continued in a good state of preservation'for many years. With
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this in mind, in January, 1908, the writer began an experiment in
the cutting of posts at different seasons. Good, average-sized, mes-
quite posts were used, as these have long been the standard in our
country. Twelve posts were cut on the first of each month through-
out the year, and set in a plat on the University grounds, at intervals
of four or five feet. Six of these in every instance had the bark strip-
ped or peeled off, while on the remaining ones the bark was left un-
touched. Though the experiment is as yet incomplete, the follow-
ing data describe the condition of the posts at this time:

PRESENT CONDITIONS OF FENCE POSTS, WHEN CUT BY MONTHS, 1908

When cut

January
February
March
April.
May
June
July
August
September
Octobei . .
Ncnembet
Decembei

Total

Posts wit]
Good

condition

2
3
3
6
5
5
6
6
5
3
3
6

S3

i bark on
Poor

condition

4 /

3
3
0
1
1
0
0
1
3
3
0

19

Posts with bark removed
Good

condition

2
1
0
3
6
6
5
5
2
3
3
2

38

Poor
condition

4
5
6
3
0
0
1
1
4
3
3
4

34

PLANT INTRODUCTION WORK

More attention than heretofore has been given to this line of
botanical investigation During the year, the introduction garden
has been more than doubled in size and upwards of 200 new plants
have been set out Of these, a considerable number are native species
which are proverbially hardy. A beginning has been made of growing
the same species in different parts of the Territorv m order to vary the
factors of growth It is hoped soon to conduct a growing test of the
various wood and post producing trees adapted to southwestern
conditions. One of the several objects of plant introduction is to
encourage the general planting of economic and ornamental varieties
that are manifestly adapted to our peculiar conditions That this
is being accomplished is apparent from a study of recent limely
Hints published on this subject, and more specifically from the var-
ieties noted below, which have been tested under widely different
conditions, and are now recommended for southern Arizona planting.
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RHODES GRASS

By far the most promising of the many introduced forage plants
that the writer has had under observation recently is Rhodes grass
(Chloris gay ana). A small patch of this grass has been growing suc-
cessfully in the forage garden on the University grounds for upwards
of six years. Here in shallow, gravelly, mesa soil its area has been
extended, and it has yielded one or two heavy cuttings annually ac-
cording to the amount of irrigating water given. Although it has
never been tried under favorable conditions of growth, it is believed
that ^ith good soil and irrigation, Rhodes grass would make three
crops annually. Its adaptability to our conditions may be better
appreciated when it is stated that it grows vigorously in irrigated
lower mesa land where such other valuable grasses as timothy, red
top, orchard grass, tall oat grass, smooth brome grass, and giant water
grass have failed repeated!}', or at best have made a very unfavorable
show ing. Being an extra-tropic species, it will very likely not endure
severe winter weather, although it has shown no injury whatever
with 1S to 18 degrees F. of frost. While it is extremely drouth resistant,
enduring long drv spells uninjured, it is not a grass for the arid ranges,
as it requires irrigation for successful growth.

In the forage garden, Rhodes grass has grown three to three and
one-half feet high, and yielded at the rate of one to one and one-half
tons of hay per acre, to the cutting. It forms a close turf through
numerous stolons or runners which root at the joints. It is of med-
ium fine growth, both as concerns'its stems and heavy growth of
basal leaves, w hich is a desirable quality in a hay plant. At times,
it has been lodged by strong winds, though of this little can be said.
Thiis far the seed matured in our climate has proved to be of low vi-
tality, s-) that the propagation of it has been carried on necessarily
by setting out roots Australian grown seed germinates well , as also
dees that grown in the southern States; and under more favorable
conditions of grew th v e may be able to produce good seed in Ari-
zona. Unlike Johnson grass and Bermuda grass, Rhodes grass does
not ha\e underground stems, and hence is easy to destroy. No one,
therefore, need entertain fear of its becoming a pest, once it is planted
out.

During the past spring, an area approximating several square
rods on the University grounds was set to this grass. Previously,
the land was plowed well and dressed with old barnyard manure.
The plants were not set out until April, when the weather was hot
and dry, nevertheless, with moderate irrigation, practically all grew.
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In planting, the older bunches were dug up and divided into many
small plants, there being often but a few leaves and roots to a plant.
These small pieces were set twelve to fifteen inches apart each way
and rather deep. By August 15, growth had progressed so well
that the ground was generally covered with this grass, which was
two to three feet high, and beginning to head out. This was a test
to determine whether Rhodes grass could be propagated successfully
from roots. From the above it is apparent that Rhodes grass holds
out great promise of becoming a valuable meadow grass for the
milder parts of the Southwest, at least, both for grazing and haying
purposes.

JAPANESE KUDZU VINE

Another plant which has proved to be a very vigorous grjwer
here, and one which has a value as secondary forage, is th* Japanese
Kudzu vine (Pnerarii Thwnbergeana). This species is a member of
the pea or bean family and is itself a kind of coarse bean. It is a
rampant grower and climbs high over objects or other plants within
reach, while in the absence of these it runs for long distances over the
gromid. Propagation from cuttings thus far, has not been success-
ful, but it can be multiplied by layering, the stems even rooting
when lying on moist ground. A growth of 25 to 50 feet in a season
is not uncommon f :>r Kudzu vine; last year on the University grounds
young shoots had grown 7 to 15 feet by the first of June, and growth
was even more rapid after that. Like other semi-tropic plants, Kudzu
vine appears indifferent to our summer heat, while with 15 degrees P.
of frost, the leaves and all but the older parts of the stems are killed
back, though the roots are uninjured. In Japan, it is grown both
as a climber for shade purposes, a single, well cared for plant covering
over a small house; and as a coarse forage for stock. Besides its
vigorous growth of stems and leaves, Kudzu vine produces large,
fleshy and starchy roots which are put to various uses in Japan and
China. As an ornamental vine, it cannot compare with our hand-
some, though slower-growing Virginia creeper, or with the Japanese
dvy. Naturally, Kudzu vine succeeds best in rich soil and with
heavy irrigation, and hence it may find a useful place in our rich al-
luvial valley soils, in utilizing small areas that cannot well be planted
to machinery-harvested crops.

TAMARISKS

Other plants that have been found to be remarkably well adapt-
ed <to our varied conditions of soil and climate are the several species
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of tamarisks (Tawarix sps). Both in the plant introduction garden
and in other parts of the Territory where they are being grown, they
have shown the most pronounced resistance to extremes of heat,
frost, drouth and alkali. In fact, as concerns their wide range of re-
sistance, they outrank perhaps any other of our introduced species.
When once established, they grow almost anywhere with limited
irrigation, though they are at their best in alkaline soils. Rooted
plants and also cuttings—the plants grow as readily from cuttings
as do cottonwoods or willows—were planted out last spring at the
Date Orchard near Tempe, where both alkali and seepage con-
ditions were most pronounced; these made growths in one season of
from six to ten feet.

Tamarisks have a decidedly pleasing and graceful appearance
in growth, with their fine silvery or bright green, juniper-like foliage
and their handsome pink or white sprays of flowers. Accordingly>
they will find a permanent place in our ornamental planting, parti-
cularly in alkaline areas, because of their beauty, as well as of their
general hardiness. These plants are for the most part large shrubs,
though at least one grows to be a low tree w ith a trunk diameter of
10 to 12 inches. While they cannot be assigned as vet to places of
usefulness in an agricultural way, other than that already suggested,
they are certain to be valuable as quick-growing plants for wind-
breaks in new and treeless communities, at least until other, more
valuable and slower-growing species may be started. Besides this,
they may be of use in planting along banks of streams together with
giant reed (Arundo donax}} to assist in preventing cutting or in-
cipient erosion. They may be grown in intensely alkaline soils, unfit
for other crops, for fuel and perhaps for fence posts In parts of the
Mediterranean region they are used advantageously to prevent sand
from shifting, and also to cut off the salt sea air from injuring tender
foliage.

PUBLICATIONS

BULLETIN ON THE NATIVE CACTI

This publication includes studies on the growth and distribution
of cacti under natural or range conditions, which are still in progress,,
together with range cultural experiments extending over six years"
time. It emphasizes the importance of southwestern stockmen pro-
viding reserve forage supplies of one kind or another to assist in
carrying their herds over periodic famines which have been so de-
moralizing in the past to the grazing industry. In this connection
attention is called to the native cacti as desirable emergency forage
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plants. The best means of preparing cactus forage for stock, as well
as the relative merits of the widely different varieties of cacti for
forage under our conditions, are also discussed. As opposed to the
popular belief that cacti will grow practically anywhere, and under
almost any conditions, the types of soils and the areas best suited for
the growth of these plants are discussed, together with the arid desert
stretches over which cacti do not thrive. The barriers, particularly
fires which have held in check in the past the growth and spread of
cacti plants, and which have been most prevalent over the grassy
areas of the deeper mesa soils and the mesa-like mountain slopes,
where perennial grasses as well as cacti grow best, are also noted.

The cultural work is the first that has been done on any scale
with cacti in the more arid parts of the Southwest. Of necessity, it
inc udes many failures. The greatest drawback has been the damage
done by jack rabbits to newly set cuttings on the range which, thus
far, it has not been possible to control. With the information gained
from these varied plantings, however, the writer feels assured that it
will be practicable to grow cactus forage on the better class of the
lower arid ranges in economic quantities for emergency purposes,
provided one is able to control the land by leasing or other means
for a reasonably long period.

Among the recommendations offered for planting cacti are the
following: (1) The selection of deep, rather heavy, clayey soils,
typical of cactus country. (2) The planting of cactus cuttings
only during cvcles or periods of years of greater rainfall than the
average, and particularly during or immediatelv following wet winter
seasons. Ihis should be done as far as possible between January 1
and February 35, though any time will answer during the period
December 15 and March 1, inclusive. (3) The use of moderately
large cuttings which should be set in deeply plowed furrows, and
covered one-half to three-fifths their entire lengths. (4) The plant-
ing of such large-lobed varieties as Opnntia d^$cata, 0. arizonica and
Opuntia sp. (No. 19 in Bulletin 67) among prickly pears, and of
Opuniia'fulgida, 0. spinosior and 0. arbuscula among chollas.

It is estimated that writh average seasons, such plants would
come into production about ten years from planting, after which a
moderate growth of succulent joints can be expected once in five
years in the instance of prickly pears, and annual or biennial crops
of fruits with chollas, provided these plants are not singed.
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LESSER PUBLICATIONS

Timely Hints for Farmers No. 85 entitled, Some Hardy Flowers
for Southwestern Gardens, was issued in August, 1910. Also, the
following miscellaneous papers were published by the writer during
the fiscal year: (1) Plant Acclimatization in Southern Arizona,
The Plant World, Vol. XIV, No. 1, pp. 15-23, January, 1911. (2) The
Pruning of Deciduous Fruit Trees, The Progressive Farmer and
Home Builder, Vol. 1, No. 2, Phoenix, Arizona, March, 1911. (3) The
Restoration of Some Arid Grazing Ranges in Arizona; Sixth Annual
Proceedings of the Arizona Cattle Growers Association, pp. 19-28; Pro-
ceedings of the Fourteenth Annual Convention of the American Nat-
ional Live Stock Association, pp. 47-56, January 10-12, 1911.

J. J. THORNBER,
Botanist.



PLANT BREEDING

The work in plant breeding for the past year has been confined
to alfalfa, dates, beans and sweet corn. The ^ork completed or the
progress made in each of these subjects will be discussed under its
appropriate headings. Facilities for the work have been augmented
by the purchase of a Peerless calculating machine. Much time and
expense in computing experimental re-suits are saved by it. In ad-
dition to the trial grounds immediately adjacent to the greenhouses
at the University, five acres of land have been leased in the Rillito
Valley from the Evergreen Nursery Company. This area has been
fenced with \\ire netting and piped for irrigation from the main
pumping plant of the nursery company. A shed has been built for
the housing of tools and storage of seeds, etc. This increased acreage
was made necessary in order to test the more promising selected
strains of plants on a somew hat larger scale than was possible on the
University grounds, and also for the purpose of larger increase plots
for the production of desirable seeds in quantities sufficient for dis-
tribution.

ALFALFA

Regional varieties. All data at hand seem to confirm the con-
clusion already expressed in the annual report of last year that no
region can be designated as a source from which uniformly superior
seed can be secured. Imported strains must first be tested and puri-
fied before being distributed for general planting. Among the forty-
four regional varieties tested at Phoenix and Yuma, only four or five
have proven themselves wrorthy of extended trial in competition
with the native alfalfa. One of these, notably a tall, vigorously
growing Peruvian type seems to be exceedingly promising. Seed
crops were attempted from these high yielding strains during the
past summer, but owing to excessive wet weather and the ravages
of the chalcis fly but few pods were set, and the embryos within these
were practically all destroyed before they were mature. A further
attempt to secure seeds from these promising sorts will be made
during the coming crop season.

The mass of data resulting from the records of yield, height,
stand, leafiness, moisture content, nitrogen content of both steins
and leaves, amount of irrigating water supplied, date of cutting, etc..
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from these forty-four plots throughout six to seven cuttings during
the summer of 1910, is now being digested and correlated. Aside
from the relative economic value and adaptability of the different
strains to our local climatic conditions, this material is being inves-
tigated concerning the light wihch it will throw upon such subjects
as place variation, the influence of season and water supply upon
yield, air-dry matter and nitrogen content of hay, correlations be-
tween the various morphological and economic characters of the al-
falfa plant, and the value and use of these statistical correlations in
the practical breeding of improved varieties.

Pedigree races. These are strains originated from the seeds of
selected mother plants. Fifty such strains were tested as to yield
and quality during the summer of 1910. Four races showing the
greatest promise were retained for further testing in larger plots and
all the remainder were discarded. These best four sorts were Numbers
14, 17, 105 and 112. Numbers 14 and 17 were selected on account of
produc ng high percentages of leaves together with a total yield
markedly above the average. Numbers 105 and 112, on the other
hand, though producing hay of only medium quality, are exceedingly
vigorous and productive. These strains are now being increased as
rapidly as possible in order to obtain the seed in sufficiently large
quantities for extended field trials.

During the past summer twenty-nine new pedigree strains were
tested. Among this series, fresh lots of seeds from the original mother
plants of Numbers 14 and 17 were again grown for comparison. It
is interesting to note that the yield and quality of hay from these
two strains were again well above the average of the twenty-nine
sorts. However, several new promising strains have appeared which
will be increased for the purpose of further field testing. In the
summers of 1910 and 1911 seeds were obtained from 150 mother
plants selected for the most part from the different regional varieties
grown on the plots at Phoenix. These were planted in pedigree
rows, one strain to a row, at the Evergreen Nursery plots during
early November, 1911, where they now occupy nearly an acre of
ground. Each strain will be subjected to close scrutiny and quanti-
tative comparison during the coming crop season, at the close of
which all except the very best will be destroyed.

Plans are now being matured for the early beginning of work on
the drouth resistance of alfalfa, particularly with reference to those
physiological and morphological factors which contribute to this
character. Preliminary investigations concerning the sap density of
alfalfa and its relation to the ability of the plant to extract water
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from a soil of low moisture content are under way. The range of os-
motic pressures in the cell contents of succulent stems and seedlings
has been approximately determined and methods are now being
perfected whereby it is hoped to be able to detect differences in in-
dividuals or pure races

BEANS

During the past season the work with beans has been definitely
organized as an Adams Fund project. The investigations under this
head have heretofore been outlined as follows:

1. To make a careful biological analysis of the genus Phaseo-
lus as it is found in cultivation among the natives of the Southwest,
or growing wild within this region.

2. To make a detailed study of the strains isolated during the
above analysis and determine the economic qualities, characters,
range of variation and hereditary units of each.

3. To study the botanical relationships of these Indian beans
with those varieties now grown and recognized by horticulturists.

4. To find amon ? the existing varieties of southwestern beans,
those of most economic importance; to improve these strains by
selective breeding; and determine whether they are more or less valu-
able for field planting in this region than the older named sorts
already sold by seedsmen and horticulturists.

In pursuance of these plans, two crops of beans have been grown.
The first, during the summer of 1910, on the testing grounds at the
University, included 94 separate plots, and the second (June-Oct.,
1911) on the Evergreen Nursery land, included forty separate plots.
The plots during the present season were larger than in 1910, being
for the most part from 1-20 to 1-10 acres each. In addition to these
experiments, the results of three years' work at the Experiment Sta-
tion Date Orchard at Yuma, and two years' on the Dry-Farm at
McNeal have been available. These latter experiments were es-
pecially valuable for the work in hand since they furnished data as
to the comparative yields of the different varieties when under larger
field conditions.

Briefly summarizing results up to the present time, it may be
stated that two distinct types of these Indian esculent legumes were
found. The first, including about twenty-three distinct varieties,
are ordinary kidney beans (Phaseolus vulgaris). Having been grown
for many years in the arid Southwest, they are much better adapted
to our conditions than are eastern varieties, and make crops where
these completely fail The second type, known as the tepary, is new,
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being specifically distinct from any cultivated bean heretofore men-
tioned in horticultural literature, The varieties of this group were
in all probability domesticated by the Indians from the wild south-
western species originally described by Gray as Phaseolus acutifolius.
The domesticated form is however so distinct from the type of the
wild species that it has been described by the writer as a new variety
for which the name Phaseolus acutifolius var. latifolius has been
suggested. Under the husbandry of the Indians this group has shown
great variation. The writer has been able to segregate and grow
more than forty distinct agricultural varieties and he does not doubt
that many more exist ^ hich he has not yet secured. In productive-
ness, especially \\here the conditions are adverse, the tepary far ex-
ceeds the bean. In nine experiments covering three years' work at
Yuma, two at Tucson, and two at McNeal, the average yield of the
tepary varieties has been about four times the average for the varie-
ties of the kidney beans. The explanation of these greater yields on
the part of the teparies,in all probability, lies in the perfect physiolog-
ical adaptation of these native plants to the climatological environ-
ment in v hich they had their development, both as wild and as domes-
ticated species. As examples of this perfect adaptation may be
mentioned the follow ing:

1. Ability to germinate quickly in the presence of a low moist-
ure content of the soil. This enables them to take advantage of the
sudden desert downpours which wet the ground and then rapidly
disappear by evaporation. Teparies, which are able to germinate and
come up in from three to five days less time than the bean, are thus
able to get their leaves into the air and their roots into the soil by the
aid of showers which would be wholly inadequate for securing a stand
of a less specialized crop.

2. When once the tepary has established itself in the soil, it
is able to stand protracted seasons of water famine without perma-
nent injury. The ability to recover from the effects of drouth is not
possessed by ordinary beans to a marked degiee. This places them
at great disadvantage in competition with the tepary, under such
conditions as are frequently met in the practice of dry-farm ing.

3. The tepary is inured to the greatest extremes of our sum-
mer temperatures and will bloom and set seed during any month
from May to November. On the other hand, when the blooming
period of beans happens to fall within the season of extreme heat, the
buds will, for the most part, either abort before blooming or else the
flowers will fall without setting pods.
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SWEET CORN

Eastern varieties of sweet corn do not succeed in the arid South-
west even though irrigated abundantly. This failure is caused by a
lack of pollination due to the dessication of tassels and silks during
the hot dry season. Under these conditions, moreover, all varieties
of corn have a tendency to tassel and lose their pollen before the ap-
pearance of the silks. The small varieties of Mexican and Indian
corn native to this country are much less subject to these losses. Be-
ing thoroughly acclimatized, they have pollen and silks which are
more resistant to heat and dry air, and are thus better able to set
a crop during the warm summer months. Practically all green corn
sold for table use on the local markets consists of these small field
varieties of Mexican and Indian origin. The quality is poor, lacks
the sweetness of a true sweet corn, the ears are small and the grains
shallow and tough. In the summer of 1910, during his sojourn among
the Papago Indians in the desert valleys between the Baboquivari
and Quijotoa mountains, the writer's attention was called to a few
ears of the true, southwestern, Indian or Squaw corn which contained
a number of wrinkled sweet grains. The$e ears were secured and from
them a race of native sweet corn has been isolated. Two generations,
have been grown and an abundant supply of pure sweet corn secured.
This variety retains all the hardiness and heat resistance of the native
Squaw corn, and, although the ears are still small and the grains
rather shallow, the quality is much better, being sweeter and more
tender than ordinary field corn. This new variety is now being bred
by the ear-to-row method with a view to increasing its productive-
ness and the length or depth of the grains on the cob. It is encourag-
ing to note that several of the rows in this year's tests exhibited con-
siderable superiority in these respects over their neighbors and gave
promise of strong variation in the direction desired. The row planted
from parent ear No. 6, for instance, yielded more than twice as much
as the combined yields of the two rows on either side of it.

The relation between contemporaneous silking and tasseling, and
yield, together with the importance of securing varieties possessing
this character for our southwestern climate, is suggested by an experi-
ment carried out during the season just closed. Nineteen stalks hav-
ing fresh silks and an abundance of pollen were tagged August 29. On
the same day eighteen other equally vigorous stalks having the pollen
ripe and in process of distribution, but on which the silks had not yet
appeared, were also tagged. When harvested the nineteen ears from
the stalks with contemporaneous tasseling and silking weighed on
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the average one and one-half times as much as the average for the ears
from the stalks which had tassels, but no silks on August 29.

DATE BREEDING

A plan for the systematic breeding of the date palm was outlined
on page 384 of the last annual report. The variety chosen as the basis
for this work was the Deglet Noor, This was done for the following
reasons:

1. The Deglet Noor palm furnishes a fruit of higher quality
than any other variety so far producing in Arizona.

2. The Deglet Noor lacks only one character in order to be a
nearly ideal date for the Arizona climate. This one defect is late
maturity. The ripening period is therefore thrown over into autumn
weather which is a little too cool for a successful completion of the pro-
cess. It will probably be easier to change the Deglet Noor in one char-
acter than to attempt to improve some other variety in several im-
portant characters.

3. By means of artificial methods of ripening the Deglet Noor
date may be grown at a profit in Arizona.

In pursuance of these plans pollen was secured from a healthy
and vigorous male Deglet Noor seedling palm growing on the farm of
Mr. Francis Heiny of Brawley, California. This was used to pollinate
six bunches of dates on a selected female Deglet Noor (Row 9, No. 16)
at the Tetnpe Date Orchard. The female flowers were carefully pro-
tected fom contamination by foreign pollen by two thicknesses of
cheese cloth. From this tree about 9,000 pure Deglet Noor seeds have
been secured. These will be planted and from the seedlings thus ob-
tained an orchard will be set to furnish the material for the first gen-
eration selection according to the plan already outlined.

GEO. F. FREEMAN,
Plant Breeder.

D. F. JONES,
Assistant Plant Breeder.



ANIMAL HUSBANDRY

SHEEP BREEDING

The experimental work in sheep breeding has progressed to the
point where publication of the results obtained will be of value to
our sheep growers. The manuscript for a bulletin on this subject has
been prepared and will be published at an early date.

The growing of wool and mutton is second in importance among
our live stock industries. Of the 57,216,000 sheep now in the United
States, valued at $233,664,000, about 1,200,000, valued at $3,774,000,
are found in Arizona. Our conditions of climate, geographical loca-
tion, and the open range offer a promising field for improvement in
both wool and mutton production. Thus, Arizona ranks sixteenth
in the United States in number of sheep, but drops to twentieth place
in wool production. Moreover, the raising of early lambs on the
southern ranges, as well as in the valley pastures, seems to offer a
good field for development. These lambs may be produced and suc-
cessfully marketed with little competition from other states. The
type of sheep now prevalent in Arizona is practically the same as
that introduced from California about 1878; which marks the be-
ginning of the present era of sheep raising in the Territory. Prior to
that time, a few bands of inferior sheep had been ranged for many
generations by the early Spanish colonists and Navajo Indians.

The essential characteristics of ideal types of sheep for both
ranges and the irrigated valleys will be discussed at some length in
the proposed bulletin. Several individuals of each type are at present
in the flocks at the Station Farm. These individuals indicate the
possibility of improving our flocks by utilizing the plan of breeding
discussed in the publication. A practical test of Tunis-Native rams
on the ranges showed them to be alert and active, begetting a much
higher percentage of lambs than Oxford-Native rams which were
used for the same flocks. The ^~-~[ lambs from the above mating
found a ready sale at a good price on the Kansas City market and have
given good satisfaction.

The ? ̂  lambs mature earlier than the Native or the ^ ^ lambs
held under identical conditions, and moreover, produced an excellent
mutton, yielding a very satisfactory percentage of dressed weight*
Their wool is excellent in quantity but inferior to either the f f or the
Native in quality. The results of our experiments show that the
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herding qualities of the native types have not been lowered, the
breeding qualities and constitution have been improved, the produc-
tion of lambs at any season assured, the quantity of wool increased,
and an improvement in mutton effected.

A number of attempts toward improvement of our flocks has
met with very little success on both the ranges and in the warm irri-
gated valleys. This is due to the high mortality of the heavy type
of rams employed. Rams of this type are sluggish and do not herd
well, and are particularly ineffective in begetting a high percentage
of lambs. Rams whose ancestry traces to similar conditions of range
and climate as our own show better results. The Ranibouillet especi-
ally has given good results on our ranges.

Accurate records of the periods of gestation covering three years
show great individual, but no marked breed characters.

LIVE STOCK CONDITIONS IN GENERAL

Cattle: The early part of the season found the ranges in poor
condition, due to lack of rainfall. Winter rains produced very good
range forage, so the animals as a rule passed the season with very
little loss. Increased prices for both beef cattle and feeders more
than made up the financial deficit. The offering for all classes of
cattle has been at such a strong figure that a strong tendency toward
improvement has been instituted. This is evidenced by the purchase
of large numbers of pure bred sires as well as females for breeding
purposes. This condition of high prices has also had the effect of
larger importations of Mexican cattle of inferior type to our ranges.
This practice has, in a measure, a tendency to lower the grade of cattle
marketed from Arizona. The number of cattle fed for market on hay
and alfalfa pasture has steadily increased. About 45,000 head of
these -ft ere marketed, for the most part on the Pacific Coast.

Dairy cattle: Good prices for dairy products and a growing
demand for dairy animals have given this phase of the cattle industry
a rapid development during the past year. Several shipments of
high grade and registered dairy animals of both sexes have been
made from eastern states. Several dispersal sales of registered ani-
mals have been made with good prices prevailing. This will, no
doubt, have a good effect on animals now used for dairy purposes.
Arizona is still unable to supply the demand within her borders for
the products of the dairy.

There are now about 30,000 dairy cows in the Territory, produc-
ing about $1,200,000 annually. The farm dairy is very]popular; and
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we have about fifteen factories which manufacture butter, cheese,
condensed milk and ice cream.

Ostriches: The total number of ostrich farms is now about fif-
teen with approximately 6,000 birds, valued at $1,200,000 and pro-
ducing $150,000 worth of feathers annually. The birds are well
adapted to the warm irrigated valleys. The industry shows a steady
growth both in the number of new farms established and the number
of birds raised.

Many of the ostrich farmers are adopting the plan of harvesting
green alfalfa and feeding it to the birds rather than pasturing the
land. There are two reasons for this practice; first, the increased
yield of feed per acre, and, secondly, the fields or pens for confining the
birds are not irrigated. Irrigating water and mud destroy the value
of the feathers. It is stated that an average of four mature birds may
be fed on the forage produced from one acre of alfalfa if the feed is
cut and fed before curing.

Horses and mules- A great many fine horses for breeding pur-
poses have been introduced into Arizona during the past few years.
For the most part the draft type has predominated. Numbers of
mules used for development work in mines, railroads, canal construc-
tion and farming have been shipped to Arizona points. Good prices
for serviceable horses of all types prevail. Indications point to a
steady increase in the breeding and purchase of work animals for
the next few years. A marked improvement in the class of horses
and mules bred has been noted during the past few years.

Su^ne' Breeding stock and feeders have been in demand. Ari-
zona is still unable to supply the home demand for pork. Numbers of
shipments of breeding animals, feeders, and animals for immediate
slaughter have been made for several years. The character of pork
offered by local markets has shown a marked improvement due to
importations of better swine and to the class of feed employed for pork
production. There are about 50,000 hogs of all ages and classes in
Arizona worth about $500,000.

JOHNSON GRASS CONTROL

Johnson grass was introduced into the United States about the
year 1840. At that time it was considered a fine forage. Since then,
especially in the warm irrigated districts of the Southwest, it has be-
come a great pest. Under irrigation, particularly in alfalfa fields and
in permanent crops, it is really a great menace to the producing power
of the land. Numerous canals and irrigating ditches, if not kept'free
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from Johnson grass, tend to spread the root-stocks and seeds over the
land, and unless care is taken the plant soon gains a foothold and in
time, unless held in check, will entirely cover a field. The pasturing
of land by domestic animals tends to spread the pest, for the common
practice employed is to move animals, not only from one field to an-
other, but from farm to farm. This is a dangerous practice if the
fields contain Johnson grass, for some of the plants are sure to have
seeded during the growing season. Wind, birds, and chickens, as
well as irrigating water, are very common carrying agencies. Poorly
kept roads and railroad rights-of-way also aid in its spread. In many
instances earth removed to make embankments, levees and ditches
leaves hollows, and subsequent irrigations in neighboring fields, aided
by gopher holes, allow waste water to flow into these hollows, which
become well set to this pest.

Plowing up the underground stems or digging them up with a
shovel,if the growth is in sparse patches, and removing the roots by
hand and burning them will in time handle the situation satisfactorily.
In case the land is badly overrun with Johnscn grass it is best to plow
the land and then keep it dry for a period, occasionally going over
the land and digging out the small patches with a shovel. This is to
be recommended in the very heavy soils that tend to bake easily after
irrigation, for this class of land cannot be easily handled by planting
a crop that requires constant cultivation, such as sugar beets, garden
truck or field corn. Land that is mellow and easily cultivated may
be planted to some of the above crops, then by rotation and constant
cultivation the grass may be entirely controlled

The most satisfactory method employed on the Station Farm in
fields set to permanent crops has been to keep the Johnson grass
from seeding, either by close grazing or by cutting the plants off level
with the ground, and later digging up the roots with a shovel. All
the patches of roots have been dug up at least three times since the
first of July, 1911; before that date the bunches were cut off before
seeding. This method required that all the land be searched and the
patches cut at least every two weeks during the growing season, as
short stems, while severed, tend to start a rapid new growth and head
out near the surface. Extreme care, co-operation with the farmers
and with the management of the canal systems, and constant vigil-
ance will be necessary to control the pest, but in time these measures
may entirely eradicate it.

F. W. WILSON,
Animal Husbandman.



ENTOMOLOGY

During the last fiscal year the entomologist has restricted his
main efforts to a single problem, but has rendered immediate service
whenever possible in cases of actual or threatened injury to crops by
insects not heretofore investigated.

CITRUS INVESTIGATIONS

The main investigations conducted are of much importance to
the citrus fruit growing industry in Arizona, particularly in Salt
River Valley. It has not been confined to strictly entomological
features, since the possibility of fungus injury, and cultural and mar-
keting practices, are matters which are not only closely associated but
to a considerable extent interrelated. The citrus investigations may be
considered, for convenience, under four subheadings: (1) Spraying
with fungicides; (2) Spraying for the orange thrips; (3) General
observations and records for individual citrus groves; (4) Marketing
problems.

SPRAYING WITH FUNGICIDES

In the fall of 1909 the writer observed in one Navel orange grove
in Salt River Valley, a dying back of the tviigs in a manner charac-
teristic of the common Florida citrus disease known as withertip,
caused by the fungus Colletotrwhuw gloeosporioides. The trouble
was attributed to poor nutritive conditions as the primary cause.
In December, 1910, ^hen in company* with Mr. E- O. Essig, now
Secretary of the California Commission of Horticulture, and Mr. J. C.
Culbertson of the Limoniera Ranch at Santa Paula, California, sev-
eral citrus groves northeast of Phoenix were visited. These gentle-
men had been giving special attention to the withertip disease in
Ventura County, California, and were immediately struck by the
prevalence of diseased leaves and twigs in every grove visited. Mr.
Essig, who had studied the withertip disease from the botanical as
well as the economic standpoint, identified the injury to leaves and
twigs as due to this fungus.* Owing to the possibility of this or
some other fungus parasite being concerned with the excessive shed-
ding of newly set Navel oranges, and with the rather ragged appearance
of the exterior twigs of Navel orange trees in certain groves, experi-

*Pomona College Journal of Economic Botany, Vol 1, pp. 28-29.
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ments were conducted with a view to settling this question. Omitting
details, conclusions based upon experimental sprayings and the year's
observations are presented, as follows:

1. Thorough and timely spraying with Bordeaux mixture and
with lime-sulphur solution gave absolutely negative results in pre-
venting excessive shedding of young Navel oranges and in checking
the symptoms of withertip injury to the trees.

2. In consideration of the negative results above mentioned and
also of observations and experiments showing that the orange thrips
is not concerned to an appreciable extent in the shedding of young
fruit, it appears that cultural and soil conditions affecting the vigor
of the trees, and possibly atmospheric conditions at certain periods
of the development of the fruit, are responsible for the excessive
shedding of Navel oranges in the spring and early summer. Most of
the so-called excessive shedding is a natural characteristic of the
Washington Navel variety. There is, notwithstanding the profit-
ableness of the crops now generally produced, ample reason for con-
tinuing the investigation of the subject of shedding of young Navel
oranges.

3. The prevalence of withertip-affected leaves and twigs in
December, 1910, was probably an after effect of the injuriously low
temperatures of the previous winter, which had killed much of the
younger growth on the exteriors of the trees and weakened many
branches for a foot or more beyond the killing effect. This left much
wood which was not very noticeably damaged but which produced a
growth during 1910 v^hich was unfruitful, lacking in vigor, and ex-
tremely susceptible to the action of the vuthertip fungus. This is es-
pecially indicated by the fact that evidence of the withertip infection
disappeared to a great extent during 1911, when the trees fully re-
covered from the effects of the primary damage noted.

SPRAYING FOR THE ORANGE THRIPS

Four blocks of Navel orange trees were sprayed in April, May
and June, 1911, as a demonstration of the results obtainable by this
method of control, and to determine the cheapest effective insecticide
for use in Arizona The combination of lime-sulphur solution and a
nicotine extract as recommended by Messrs. Jones and Horton,* of
the U. vS. Department of Agriculture was used in the experiments.
The tobacco extract, "Black Leaf 40," costs the same in Arizona as
in California but the lime-sulphur solution costs from 50 to 75 percent
more in Arizona Ths experiments were performed m a Naval orange
grove which had for two years past shc^n more scarring of fruit by

*Rul 99, Part I, Bur of Ent , U S Dfpt of Agr , 1 9 1 1
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the orange thrips than had been observed elsewhere in Arizona The
first application was made to a block of 108 trees (Block A) on April
20. For best results in preventing the scarring of tha fruit by the
thrips*, this application should have been made from one to two
weeks earlier. The spraying was done with a hand pump and a pres-
sure of 140 to 160 pounds was maintained. More satisfactory re-
sults would be expected by using a power sprayer with a pressure of
about 200 pounds. Nevertheless, some striking results were secured
from this and later sprayings. Two weeks after the first application
to Block A it was found that even the trees on the outside of the
block, immediately adjoining rows of unsprayed trees, showed a marked
benefit from the treatment. Sixty-four percent of the young oranges
on the outer rows of the block were free from scars as compared with
only 28 percent on the unsprayed adjoining rows. An examination
of oranges on the sprayed trees gave an average of 20 live thrips per
100 oranges as compared with 130 live thrips per 100 oranges on the
unsprayed trees in adjoining rows. The second application was
made to Block A on May 5. On October 12, when the fruit in the
grove was sufficiently mature to judge of its final condition, an ex-
tensive examination was made, showing 20 percent of the fruit in the
sprayed block injuriously scarred as compared with 35 percent on
immediately adjoining unsprayed rows and 73 percent for the entire
grove. The rows immediately adjoining the sprayed block would
naturally receive some benefit from the spraying since the adult
orange thrips fly actively, and there would be more insects flying from
the unsprayed trees to the sprayed trees than vice versa.

Blocks B and C were sprayed on May 6 and June 8 in order to
determine the effectiveness of the combination of tobacco extract
and lime sulphur solution as compared with the lime-sulphur solution
alone and the tobacco extract alone. It was found that the lime-
sulphur solution alone, at the rate of one part to 85 parts of water
was as effective as when the tobacco extract was added.f The com-
bination spray as used in Block A costs, in Arizona, about $1.00 per
hundred gallons of the diluted mixture. The lime-sulphur solution,
according to the experiments mentioned, may be used alone with
equal effectiveness, reducing the cost of the spray to about 45 cents
per hundred gallons. "Black Leaf 40," diluted at the rate of one
part to 1200 parts of water gave results equally satisfactory with
those secured with the lime-sulphpr, while at the rate of one part to
BOO parts of water the results, as shown by the figures, were some-

"*Dcscnbed"<ind"iUurtrActd by Dr J Eliot Coit, in Bui 58 of this Station, pp 319-121
tThis result is further corroborated by the results secured durmg 1911 in Tulare County,

California, according to information received by letter from Mr J R Morton, of the Bureau of
Entomology
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what better than the weaker dilution. At the rate of one part to
1200 parts of water this tobacco extract would cost about $1.00 per
hundred gallons of spray.

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS ON INDIVIDUAL GROVES

In addition to observations on the habits and seasonal abundance
of the orange thrips in Salt River Valley, records were made showing
the extent of the thrips scarring in each of the citrus groves, except
those bearing for the first time, and to show the practices followed in
each grove ^ith respect to irrigation, cultivation, fertilization and
pruning. The diversity of present practices is such that these records
are very useful and will prove more and more so if continued from
year to year "While our present knowledge of the factors concerned
is not sufficient to draw final conclusions, it should be noted that in
those groves v^here the flooding system of irrigation and little or no
cultivation has been practiced for a year or more, it was found that
the quality of the fruit v*as superior to that produced in groves irri-
gated by the furrow system and more thoroughly cultivated. The
scarcity of thrips scarring in groves irrigated by flooding appears es-
pecially significant and worthy of further investigation. Since the
pupal stage of the orange thrips is spent upon the ground under the
trees, and it is believed that the majority pass the winter there, not
appearing in numbers on the leaves until near the end of the bloom-
ing period, it seems possible that irrigation by flooding may act as a
check upon them.

MARKETING PROBLEMS

Examinations of fruit at the fruit packing houses, published re-
ports concerning market prices, interviews with wholesale fruit deal-
ers, and correspondence with eastern fruit auction houses have pro-
vided a basis for certain definite recommendations for improvements
in the marketing of the Navel orange crop to the end that the greatest
possible returns be secured by the growers. At this time only the
more important features of the conclusions reached ^ill be briefly
discussed.

The Arizona Navel orange has a country-wide reputation for
early maturity. Not only does it color early but even before the rind
becomes fully colored the juice is always sweet and palatable. In this
respect the Arizona grown fruit has not in the past received the natu-
ral advantage due it. It is impracticable to convince the consumers
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that the Arizona Navels are peculiar in being perfectly sweet and
mature even before all the fruit is perfectly colored. Moreover, the
external appearance and the actual edible qualifications are two
factors in determining the market value of fruit, which are quite dis-
tinct. The rulings of the Pure Food Board of the Federal Govern-
ment in regard to the artificial coloring of oranges plainly refer only
to the practice of coloring unripe fruit. From a study of the natural
ripening and coloring of citrus fruits in Salt River Valley and an
examination of marketing conditions, the writer is convinced that
artificial coloring of a portion of the crop of the Arizona Navel oranges
as well as sweet seedlings and other varieties of oranges and grape
fruit would be an immense advantage. The best method of accom-
plishing this will have to be determined by experimental work.

It is also considered of great importance to further provide for
a quick marketing of the crop of Navels by increasing the present
packing house facilities. Every effort should be made to reach mar-
kets \\ hen there is the least competition with oranges grown in other
citrus fruit-growing sections, that is, at the time when Arizona Navels
are in greatest demand. Practically all danger of occasional losses
from the freezing of unpicked oranges can be avoided by adopting
the foregoing recommendations

Undisputable evidence has been secured showing the necessity
for more thorough grading of the Navel oranges than heretofore
generally practiced, in order to secure maximum returns. Thrips
scarring is an important consideration in this connection. At a pack-
ing house of the Phoenix Fruit Packing Company, in Phoenix, where
the Navel oranges were being packed in three grades, not including
culls, the following results of an examination of fruit in the bins il-
lustrate a typical condition: Fifty-three percent of the fruit which
graded as No. 3, except for excessive thrips scarring would have been
as good as the average of the second grade; about 50 percent of the
second grade would have been as good as the average of the fancy
or grade No. 1, except for the thrips scarring; and 13 percent of the
fruit graded as No. 1 was scarred as extensively as the average of the
scarred fruit in grade No. 2. In another instance it was found that
the first grade or fancy fruit included 17 percent seriously scarred by
the thrips. Information obtained from wholesale fruit dealers and
fruit auction houses, leads to the recommendation that practically
all this scarred fruit be eliminated from the first grade. The extra
expense is fully justified by the assurance of increased selling prices.
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MISCELLANEOUS

Limited time has be^n given to the continuance of the experi-
ments with the Harvester ant (Pogonomyrmeoc barbata) and the wooly
aphis mentioned in the last report. A common species of thrips,
commonly known as the grain thrips (Euthrips iritici) proved very
destructive to deciduous trees in Salt River Valley in the spring of
1911. A brief report of experiments in the control of this pest on
fruit trees was included by the writer in the Third Annual Report of
the Arizona Horticultural Commission, (pp. 21-23). Another un-
usual outbreak during the year, demanding some attention, was that
of the variegated cutworm (Peridroma marganiosa sauc^a), The re-
sults of the examination of this outbreak are described in the report
mentioned.

An investigation of the codling moth in Graham County was
begun in order to secure information upon which to base more ex-
plicit directions for the control of this insect. Daily banding records
were made under the direction of the writer during the season of 1911.
Other important data concerning the life history of the codling moth
were also secured.

A. W. MORRILL,
Entomologist.



CHEMISTRY

The chemists have been occupied, during the past year, in carry-
ing forward the lines of investigation ^which have been dis-
cussed in former reports of this Station. The previously published
methods for artificially ripening dates were applied, first, on a com-
mercial scale to the Rhars harvest which was being seriously dam-
aged by the summer rains; and, secondly, to a study of the varieties
bearing this year, to determine which was most suitable for artificial
ripening. No progress was made with the Deglet Noor, due to the
loss of the entire crop by unfavorable weather before any consider-
able amount of the fruit reached sufficient maturity to be susceptible
to artificial ripening. This experience, however, served to illustrate
more forcibly than before two serious defects in this otherwise valu-
able date. "Under conditions often prevalent in those parts of south-
ern Arizona above 500 feet in altitude, this date matures very un-
evenly, and is unusually susceptible to decay in its immature stages.

A 1arge amount of routine laboratory work has been occasioned
by the water and soil analyses in connection with the hydrographic
and soil survey of the Sulphur Springs Valley, in co-operation with
the U. S. Geological Survey, and later by analyses of Salt River
Valley waters for the U. S. Reclamation Service. Many samples of
waters, soils, fertilizers, and miscellaneous materials have been an-
alyzed for the general public as time would permit. Several new
forms of laboratory apparatus have been devised, including an elec-
trically heated extraction apparatus, and a new material for the
manufacture of filtering tubes for the rapid filtration of soil solutions
and drinking water. Studies in farm sanitation with special refer-
ence to the use of chemical disinfectants have been made, and re-
sults published in Timely Hints for Farmers No. 90. Displays illus-
trating the work of the department were arranged for both the Pima
County and'the Territorial fairs. The annual complete analysis of
the Salton Sea water has also been made, as in former years, in co-
operation with the Desert Botanical Laboratory of the Carnegie In-
stitution of Washington. 3

During the first half of the year the biochemist was absent on
leave and spent some time traveling and studying agricultural condi-
tions in French North Africa. The date oases of southern Algeria
and the Djerid region of southern Tunis were visited and useful ob~
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servations made. One of the most suggestive impressions received
was of the beauty of date-palm oases and their effectiveness in attract-
ing tourists. In some cases the income from this source is second only
to that of the fruit itself, and a home market is thus created for the
products of the gardens that thrive in the shadow of the palms. The
effect of establishing numerous date oases and even of isolated palms
in Arizona will scarcely be over estimated in this regard.

Observations on the dryland olive were also made, and about
fifteen varieties of North African olives were imported and are now
growing on the University Caqjpus. Data relative to the use of silos
in hot countries were collected and have formed the basis of Timely
Hints for Farmers No. 89.

ANALYTICAL CHEMISTRY

SALTON SEA WATER

A summary of the results obtained in the fifth complete analysis
of the Salton Sea water, together with the results of the four previ-
ous analyses, is given in the following table:

FIVE COMPLETE ANALYSES OF THE SALTON SEA WATER

Total solids (dried at 110 deg. C.)
plus water of occlusion and hydra-
tion

Water of occlusion and hydration . .
Sodium, Na
Potassium, K . . .
Calcium, Ca
Magnesium, Mg
Aluminum, Al
Iron, Fe
Manganese, Mn . . . .-
Zinc, Zn
Lead, Pb
Copper, Cu
Lithium, Li
Chlorine, Cl
Sulphuric, SO4
Carbonic, C03
Silicic, SiO*
Phosphoric, PO*
Nitric, N03
Nitrous, NO2
Oxygen consumed
Boric acid

Total constituents

Parts in 100,000

June 3,
1907

364.80

111.05
2.30
9.95
6.43

.030

.005
none r
none
none

trace
169.75
47.60

6.58
1.41

.009

.18
none

.093

355.39

May 25,
1908

437.20

134.26
2.78

11.87
7.63

.035

.006
none
none
none

.013
204.05

56.74
7.66
1.43

.011

.20
trace

.059
trace

426.74

June 8,
1909

519.40
17.50

160.33
3.24

12.70
8.96

.062

.010
none
none
none
trace

.017
240.90

65.87
7.34
1.59

.01
none

.0006
.068

trace
501.10

May 22,
1910

603.80
22.56

189.28
3.53

13.67
9.84

.040

.008
none
none
none
trace

.021
280.93

76.36
6.38
1.55

.013
none
none

,045
trace

581.67

June 3,
1911

718.00
20.84

227.81
3.81

15.62
11.68

.089

.036
none
none
none
trace

.025
339.42

91.67
5.78
1.83

trace
none
none

.063
trace

697.83
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The increase of the total constituents over the total found for
last year amounts to 20 percent, but when correction is made for the
fact that the samples were not collected on the same date each year,
the increase is reduced to 19 percent.

As shown in the Twenty-first Annual Report the corresponding
percentages of increase of the constituents for each year over the year
preceding amounted to 21 percent, 16 percent, and 17 percent, re-
spectively. When making the corrections which give the total
constituents the value which they would have if the samples were
collected on June 3 of each year, it was assumed that the daily eva-
poration from the lake during the last week in May is one and one-
half times as great as the average daily evaporation for the whole
year.

With the exception of the first year period, the yearly percent-
ages of increase of the constituents are thus seen to increase pro-
gressively. This result is to be expected, for, as the lake becomes
smaller, the ratio of evaporating surface to volume of water becomes
greater and evaporation will, therefore, produce a greater increase
in concentration of the constituents.

Calcium falls short of the average increase of the constituents
for the present year by 0.78 parts in 100,000; magnesium by 0.13
parts; and the carbonate radical CO3 by 1.87 parts. These results
are thus in agreement with the results found for the two preceding
years and indicate that a precipitation of calcium carbonate, and
possibly a slight precipitation of magnesium carbonate is taking
place.

A determination was made this year of the free CO2 in samples of
water taken from the surface and bottom of the lake. The amounts
found in the water taken from the two sources agreed within the
limit of experimental error and gave an average of 0.72 parts of C02

in 100,000 parts of water. The bicarbonates in the water were also
determined by titrating a given volume of the water with standard
potassium acid sulphate solution, using methyl orange as indicator.
The result obtained by this method amounted to 17.1 parts expressed
as HC03 in 100,000. As shown in the table, the carbonates in the resi-
due obtained on evaporating the water on a water bath amounted to
5.78 parts as CO3 in 100,000. This is considerably less than the value
for normal carbonates equivalent to the bicarbonates as found by
titration, and shows that about half of the magnesium existing in
the water as bicarbonates must have been hydrolyzed on evaporating
to form magnesium hydroxide. When the evaporations were carried
out in the same way duplicate determinations agreed closely, and as
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the same procedure v\as adopted each >ear, the results reported for
the carbonate radicle are no doubt relatrvel} correct.

In previous years the sample for analysis was collected in a large
demijohn As shown last year, however, this method of collecting
the water does not give correct results for iron or aluminum, as these
constituents separate out from the water to a certain extent and
settle to the bottom of the vessel. This year measured quantities of
water vi ere collected in separate vessels and the constituents deter-
mined in the complete sample thus collected. The ^ater of the lake,
however,^as found to be a little turbid, and although it was Altered
as carefully as possible, yet the results reported for iron, aluminum
and silica are still, no doubt, slightly in error on account of some of
the finer silt particles passing through the filter.

On account of the small amount of phosphates in the ^ater, it
would be very difficult to show that they undergo any quantitative
changes from year to year. It is for this reason that a trace only of
phosphates was reported this year

From observations ^hich have been made on the rate at which
the volume of the lake is decreasing, and from calculations on the
amount of salt in the lake at the end of each year period, it would
seem that the increase in the salt content of the lake is greater than
can be ascribed to evaporation alone, and that the total amount of
salt in solution is increasing instead of remaining constant, or de-
creasing as might be expected from the deposition of salt on the
shores as the water recedes. This increase results, in a measiire at
least, from'inflow ing waters. In order to determine whether or not
leaching of salt from the bottom of the lake likewise serves as a fac-
tor in this connection, a number of samples v^ere collected from the
surface and from^the bottom of the lake at different points, and on
the same day that the regular sample was taken.

The source, of the samples, the total solids (dried at 110 deg. C.)
and the chlorine contained, are given in the accompanying table.

From this table it is seen that the lake is remarkably uniform in
composition. Sample No. 1, which has a higher salt content than
any of the others, was collected in a very shallow place near the shore.
The sand on the shore at this point is covered with an incrustation of
salt for a considerable distance back. Some of this salt must be
washed back into the lake again by occasional rains which would
account for the high result found for the salt content of the water at
this place.

The shore at the mouth of Salt Creek is very rocky and steep,
and no deposit of salt could be seen at this point. Sample No. 8 col-
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TOTAL SOLIDS AND CHLORINE IN WATER TAKEN FROM VARIOUS PARTS
OF SALTON SEA, JUNE 3, 1911

No of
sample Source

Extreme N W end of lake at point nearest Mecca
Bottom of lake, depth 40 feet, in the same locality reg-

ular sample was taken
The surface in the middle of the lake opposite Salt

Creek
Bottom of lake at depth of 50 feet, in same locality as

No 3
The surface in the middle of lake about ten miles

from Pelican Island .
Bottom of lake at depth of 56 feet in same locality as

No 5
The surface near Pelican Island, depth of water 15

feet
Close to shore at mouth of Salt Creek

Parts per 100 000
Total
solids

734 8

715 8

718 8

718 6

717 2

717 8

721 4
716 4

Chlorine

347 3

338 5

339 2

339 2

338 5

339 1

340 5
338 S

lected near the shore at this place shows the same concentration as
the main body of the lake Sample No. 4 was taken from the bottom
of the lake at a point as near as could be determined to the old salt
beds. The agreement between the salt content of this sample and
the other samples from the main body of the lake makes it very im-
probable that any appreciable leaching is now taking place; and that
any increase in total salt content which may be taking place must
now be due principally to inflowing waters.

NEW FORMS OF LABORATORY APPARATUS

An electric heater for ether extractions, the details of which are
shown in the accompanying diagram, has been devised in this labor-
atory and constructed by the Central Scientific Company of Chicago.

The advantages of this apparatus may be summarized as follows:
1. The flasks rest on a hot metallic plate, and are surrounded

by a heated atmosphere in consequence of which a very low current
is sufficient for extractions with ether.

2. The temperature of the apparatus is capable of being
changed between considerable limits, which enables the same appar^-
tus to be used for making extractions not only with ether, but also
with acetone, chloroform, carbon tetrachloride, and other solvents
commonly used in making extractions. The same feature enables
the apparatus to be heated up quickly at first, then used for making
extractions with ether.
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BIOCHEMICAL

ARTIFICIAL DATE RIPENING

The date ripening season of 1911 has been exceptionally unfav-
orable to natural ripening and has demonstrated more forcibly than
heretofore the desirability of ripening all classes of dates artificially.
The results of the season's work have shown that evenness of maturity
is one of the most important factors in successful date culture in most
parts of southern Arizona. Varieties that mature evenly can be arti-
ficially ripened without loss into high quality fruit in the most ad-
verse seasons, while varieties that mature less evenly, such as Khars,
will yield at any given time only about 75 or 80 percent of marketable
fruit, of which a large part is relatively worthless, due to its lack of
sugar and flavor.

EXPERIMENTS WITH RHARS AND DEGLET NOOR DATES

After weather conditions became such that it was apparent that
the Rhars crop could not be saved by allowing it to ripen naturally,,
several shipments of the fruits on the bunch were made to the labor-
atory where they were ripened by nitrous ether vapor and sold in
Tucson. The product gave good satisfaction as long as it remained
sweet but, like naturally ripened Rhars, was found to sour if not con-
sumed immediately. With two separate shipments, careful account
was kept of the yield of first quality, second quality and waste fruit.
The first quality comprised that whicja ripened readily with slight
stimulation. It was furnished by the more mature individuals and,
consequently, was sweeter and of higher flavor. The second quality
came from the less mature individuals that ripened more slowly or
required additional treatment to start the ripening process. Mature
fruit which was not seriously spotted was also included in this class.
By the use of drying apparatus all this material could have been
saved as packed dates. Most of it was sold at about ten cents a pound
retail to local customers, but would not have stood transportation
in the fresh condition. The waste fruit was chiefly too immature to
ripen, but included also a little soured material. The following table
shows the detailed results of these trials.

COMMERCIAL TEST OF RHARS BATES; ARTIFICIALLY RIPENED

First quality . . .
Second quality
Waste
Total saved

First
shipment

55 percent
21 percent
24 percent
76 percent

Second
shipment

59 percent
20 percent
21 percent
79 percent
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These results show unevenness in maturity to be as serious £
commercial defect in the Rhars dates under the conditions prevail
ing in Salt River Valley the past season as the poor keeping qualit)
of the fruit when ripe.

The condition of the Deglet Noor crop was determined October ^
by removing two average bunches and dividing the fruit into foui
classes with the following result:

CONDITION OF DEGLET NOOR CROP, OCTOBER 2, 1911

Weight ot dates without stems . . . .
Fell from bunches on removing from tree
Spotted with rot but remaining on bunch
Shriveled
Sound, but immature

. . . .47 Ibs. 2 oz.
171bs. 6 oz.
6 Ibs. 8 oz.
1 Ibs. 14 oz

21 Ibs. 6 oz.

36 percent
14 percent
4 percent

46 percent

An attempt to artificially ripen the sound but immature portioi
by heat yielded only an inconsiderable amount of usable but inferior
fruit. The fruit remaining on the bunch was harvested in the middl<
of November and all found either decayed or immature.

PROMISING VARIETIES FOR SOUTHERN ARIZONA

The study of varieties has been most gratifying in that severa
have been found that will furnish a substantial basis for future suc-
cessful date culture in Arizqna, These varieties respond easily anc
perfectly to artificial methods of ripening and, furthermore, mature
evenly enough under %the most adverse Salt River Valley conditions
that they may be harvested by the bunch, and from 95 to 100 percenl
ripened into first quality fruit of their class. In quality none of then
approaches the Deglet Noor, but it is believed they will not enter intc
competition with that fruit since they will have been harvested anc
consumed weeks before the Deglet Noor crop matures. Moreover
they will find an entirely different market since they can be produced
at a price that will make them a food for everyone, rather than a
delicac) for the wealthy.

Among the lighter colored, or so-called ' 'golden" dates thai
meet these conditions very perfectly, have been found the Khadvawi,
the Kusta^i, the Maktum and the Moltagi. The Khadvawi, in par-
ticular, is a most excellent variety, and handles well in the orchard;
the Kustawi is a close second, although somewhat inferior in size,
Several large varieties of dark colored dates have also proved very
satisfactory under the unfavorable climatic conditions of the pa&t
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year. These were the Nazi el Bacha, the Birket el Haggi and the
Hayani. Although rather coarse in texture, their great size and
general appearance secures a ready market for them. There seems
to be no reasonable doubt that the culture of any of these varieties
will prove commercially successful under the conditions prevailing
in the more favorable localities for date growing in southern Arizona.
Importations, however, should be made with the greatest care to
insure that varieties are true, otherwise failure may be expected.

PUBLICATIONS

The publications from this department during the year have
been: Bui. 66, Chemistry and Ripening of the Date,and Timely Hints
for Farmers, No. 89, Silos and Ensilage in Subtropical Countries, by
A, E. Vinson; also, An Electric Heater for Ether Extractions, Journ.
Ind. and Eng. Chem., Vol. 3, No. 12 by W. H. Ross.

A. E. VINSON,
Biochemist.

W. H. Ross,
Assistant Chemist,



IRRIGATION INVESTIGATIONS

During the year 1910-1911 the irrigation engineer was absent
from the Station on leave. Observations in the Rillito Valley were
continued by F. C. Kelton and investigations of the groundwaters and
pump irrigation in Sulphur Springs Valley were begun. Since June,
1911, the latter work has been continued by G. E. P. Smith.

HYDROGRAPHIC WORK IN SULPHUR SPRINGS
VALLEY

Beginning in October, 1910, and continuing through the winter and
early summer months, the major efforts of the engineers were spent in
hydrographic investigations m Sulphur Springs Valley. This work was
done in co-operation with the U. S. Geological Survey. A hydro-
graphic map has been made showing locations of pumping plants,
depths to water, and groundwater contours. In making this map,
about 260 wells were located with respect to section lines and section
corners, depths to groimdwater were measured with a steel tape, and
elevations were determined by means of instrumental leveling.
Wherever possible, bench marks were left on the well curbs, wita a
view to studying the future fluctuations of the water plane. The area
mapped hydrographically includes approximately 700 square miles
or 448,000 acres. Of this amount, about 258,000 acres are underlaid
with groundwater at a depth of 50 feet or less. Of the many indivi-
dual pumping plants which have been installed throughout the entire
valley with capacities ranging from 20 to 1500 gallons per minute,
twenty plants were tested, with the object of determining the fuel
consumption, the effect of pumping on the water level, and the yield
of the wells.

The common type of well consists of an open pit, from 3 x 4 feet
to 6 x 8 feet in section, extending down to water level with a bored or
drilled hole continuing into the water-bearing strata. The horizon-
tal centrifugal pump with gasoline engine is the type of plant used
almost exclusively. The results of this preliminary investigation, as
carried on by Mr. O. E. Meinzer representing the Geological Survey,
and by Mr. F. C. Kelton representing the Arizona Station, are soon to
appear as a Water Supply Paper of the Geological Survey and a bul-
letin of the Arizona Station.
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the flow in acre-feet by months, and the total annual flow for all
years since the taking of the records began. On August 29-31, 1911,
a nilorneter was established at the Rili to gaging station at the Oracle
Road bridge, thus insuring much greater accuracy in the results
than could be obtained by gage readings alone. The discharge
measurements which were taken on the underflow ditches at Fort
Lowell are given in Tables I—IV.

In Fig. 3, five curves are shown giving the fluctuations in five
wells along the Oracle Road. At the bottom of the figure, the floods
in the Rillito are represented. The Benedict well is located one-
quarter mile from the river channel, the Aragon well one-half mile,
the Fraker well one and one-quarter miles, the Crane well one and
one-half miles, and the Cemetery well two and one-quarter miles.
This chart gives a good idea of the effect of the river floods
on the adjacent water plane. In general, the summer floods
come from the nearby mesas and the Pantano watershed, and
are consequently heavily laden with silt and are of short dura-
tion. These floods have no appreciable effect upon the water plane.
On the other hand the winter floods come, as a rule, from the moun-
tain ranges, and carry clear water, the flow lasting for several days
or weeks, or even for several months. These long drawn-out floods of
clear water are the ones which replenish the underground water sup-
ply along the river courses.

TABLE I.—-DISCHARGE MEASUREMENTS ON THE RILLITO AND

SANTA CRUZ RIVERS

Date— 1911

Rillito River.
January 12 . . .. . . .
January 12
January 12

July 17
uly 17 . . .
uly 17
uly 17

Santa Cruz River.
August 21
August 22
August 22
August 25
September 15
September 18
September 18
September 18
September 18
September 29
September 30

Gage
height
feet

2283 8
2283 7
2283.7
2284 0
2283 8
2283 7

0.34
1 18
1 20

-0 25
1 10
1 08
0 60
0 45
0 38

-0.40

Width
feet

68
61
61
92
46
36
47

30
69
67

78
61
44
37
34
27

Area of
cross-

section
sq. ft.

43 6
31 4
25.7
91 7
65 4
58 0
29 0

41.4
107 8
107 3

91 3
61 8
53 5
42 8
37 6
10 9

Mean
veloc-

ity
ft. per
second

2 9
2 8
2 5
5 6
4 4
3 5
3 7

3 8
5 6
5 1

4 6
5 5
4 5

Dis-
charge
sec. ft.

129
88
64

520
290
205
108

159
606
550

12
416
341
243
180
150

^0
1
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Interest in the last named deposits is increased by the fact that a
prospecting well for petroleum oil is being sunk in these deposits near
Tanque Verde. It has now reached a depth of 676 feet, and since the
dip is 45° (to the westward) the thickness of the bed is shown to be
480 feet at least. In Bulletin 64 there is an implication that these
deposits may be correlated with the Gila conglomerates. They are
probably much older, however, and it is the Catalina outwash which
is of the same horizon as the Gila conglomerates.

In Bulletin 64, interest was expressed in these deposits as a pos-
sible source of water supplies, artesian or otherwise. The log of the
new well indicates that over one-half of the deposits is of sandstone,
some of it dry, but some porous and water-bearing; and it is stated
that on a bailing te£t before the casing was put in, the well yielded
400 gallons per minute. In the light of our present knowledge it is
probable that these deposits underlie the Rillito Valley, and might
furnish some good wells for irrigation. A well in the "vicinity of the
University Farm or farther west in the valley, but not more than three
miles from the Farm, would be most favorably situated for making
such a test.

APPLICATION OF THE DOCTRINE OF PRIORITY TO
UNDERFLOW DITCHES

During the year one of the writers has given expert testimony
in court on the mutual interference of underflow ditches with each
other and with surface ditches. The case involved the various under-
flow ditches in the vicinity of Fort Lowell in the Rillito Valley. The
course of the underflow has been exhaustively studied and is de-
scribed in Bulletin 64 of this Station.

It has become a principle of common law that all those under-
ground waters which have a definite and known channel are to be
dealt with as if they were surface streams and no distinction is made
between such subterranean and surface waters because of their lo-
cation. Accordingly, the laws applying to such underflow streams,
are the same as those applying to surface streams Hence in the
western states where the doctrine of priority of appropriation obtains,
the principle of the perpetual right to use of water based on its earlier
appropriation is adhered to by the courts in cases involving under-
flow waters. On the other hand, where the groundwater moves in
an indefinite sheet by general percolation, the law admits absolute
ownership by each landowner in whatever water he can obtain by
wells or otherwise from beneath his own land.
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Now an underflow stream, as for example that near Fort Lowell,
may be definite and determinable in direction and in limitations or
boundaries, yet the movement or rate of flow per day is in all cases ex-
ceedingly slow; and the draft made bv ditches or pumps is met in
part by the reservoir of stored water in the sand, which reservoir is
replenished from time to time by new floods or by periods of rainfall;
and, whatever the effects of mutual interference of underflow ditches
may be, such effects are all wiped out by every good flood period,
and some time must elapse before interference can begin again. A
defined underflow stream, therefore, is by nature intermediate be-
tween a surface stream flow and an indefinite underground flow by
percolation. While the doctrine of priority is in a measure applic-
able to defined underflow streams, such application should be care-
fully limited in order that no injustice shall be done to subsequent
apprupriators.

lhat a new appropriation located near a prior one may divert
water which belongs to the prior appropriation is demonstrable, but
can one know for a certainty that the water taken in the new ditch
is water which was formerly used by the prior appropriator? The
burden of proof should be on the prior appropriator. Usually other
causes and influences are at work which may modify and confuse the
apparent interference of two ditches. The volume of underflow varies
from year to year, and it is not safe to compare the ditch measure-
ments of dulerent years blindly. There is a popular misconception
as to the velocity of underflow, and interference between ditch heads
widely separated is often imputed, when such interference is impossible.
In the case of surface water, priority applies all the way from the
ditch head to the source of the stream. In the case of underflow,
this would be unreasonable. New or additional underflow waters
can often be diverted upstream without any injury to the prior rights.

If a man diverts a new ditch of water from a surface stream, all
of which has been previously appropriated, then the prior appropria-
tors further downstream are injured to the extent of just as many
miner's inches as are carried in the new ditch. But in the case of an
underflow stream, perhaps the injury to prior appropriators will be
less than five or ten percent of the total amount developed. The com-
munity is interested in having the development go on, and where the
injury is trivial the state can reasonably expect the prior appropria-
tor to develop his own ditch head a little to get more water. Any
one, or all, of the ditches can be improved by deepening the heads
or by extending them upstream. Suppose there are four ditch head,*
within each other's radii of influence and that three of the ditch own-
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ers desire to develop more water, it is not just that the fourth owner
should be able to stop them. In the case of surface streams, such a sit-
uation could not arise, but with underflow streams it arises constantly,
and tends to stifle progress in developing the possible supply. It can
be granted that the three more aggressive appropriators must secure
to the fourth man as much water as he has formerly used but they
should have the right to secure that amount in such a way as they
deem best.

Again, if a prior appropriator is shiftless and allows his headbox
to fill up with sand, or his flit me to become filled with silt or with tree
roots, or allows the open ditch to become foul with algae and weeds,
or to fill up with sand so that water is backed up against the flume,
then he is apt to ascribe the decrease in the ditch flow to later appro-
priators, and may endeavor to have their supplies cut off. It is not
their business to examine his ditch or flume; it is his own duty to
work diligently to keep his ditch head, flume and ditch in efficient
condition.

Priority in an underflow appropriation, then, ought not to be
positive as it is in the case of surface streams, but should be subject
to limitations as follows:

1. Any injury or interference mast be proven clearly.
2. The injury must be considerable. Trivial injury, or slight

injury at infrequent or short periods should not be cause for action.
3. A ditch owner must be reasonably willing to co-operate with

his neighbors in the general development of the underflow.
4. A ditch owner must maintain his collecting head or flume in

good condition as an efficient agent for taking and carrying water.
Assuming that the development of the common law regarding

underflow streams is still in its infancy, it seems timely to present
that solution of the problem, which, after a thorough study of some
typical underflows, appears to be most fair and just to the appro-
priators and to the public.

G. E. P. SMITH,
Irrigation Engineer.

F. C. KBLTON,
Assistant Engineer,


